
INCIDENT COMMAND TCAP PROJECT BOARD MONTHLY REVIEW 22/08/17 

Present 

Angela Hale 

1. Apologies for absence 

Sarah Mcleggan 

Paul Fitzgerald 

Sabrina Cohen-Hatton; Cara Kelly; Bruce Espsly 

2. Matters arising 

SM identified a minor update (date in header). 

Standing Items 

3. Action log review 

Doug Massey 

Dave Scott 

Training Materials Governance Working Group- this action was removed due to there being 
no current resources to establish the meeting as GM Graham Greys start date has been 
delayed. 

Revalidation Training Request - PF said that these forms are almost ready to be formally 
submitted pending a few details with regards numbers to be trained. PF to provide 
updated TRFs to SM so that she can formally submit them to Babcock. 

Mass allocation - PF advised that staff should be able to self request the knowledge digest 
on Big Learning at the level above. DM to liaise with Phil Mackley/Johnathan Blow with 
regards whether the function to self enrol (knowledge test at the level above) on big 
learning is switched on/accessible. 

Level 3 & 4 Stakeholders- AH confirmed that Steve Apter will be the Project Sponsor and 
SCH and Richard Mills will attend the stakeholder meetings and will update AC Apter 
periodically. SCH will extend wider consultation to her peers however the stakeholder group 
will not increase further then this. AH has shared the strategic chart with stakeholders for 
review in advance of a meeting with Babcock. DM to provide availability for the second 
week in September to meet LFB stakeholders for Level 3&4 TCAPS. Following the 
above; SM to arrange stakeholder meetings for level 3 & 4. 

JESIP -SM advised that the documents have been sent to PF for review however there are 
no maintenance courses currently booked in to review the suitability of LOs proposed 
changes. PF to speak to Craig Cater to confirm if any maintenance courses have been 
scheduled. 

Amended policy update - SM advised that she has spoken to Rachel Wetheridge who has 
confirmed that NOG do not currently have a system in place to compare previous iterations 
of policy. This is currently in the pipeline they are looking to build a system that will be able to 
show previous versions of policies and highlight the changes although they are not sure 
about the infrastructure regards where this will sit. This is not expected to go live until 2020. 
This action has therefore been closed. 

Comms - SM has drafted some comms that has been reviewed by OM. SM to speak to 
Jane Pegler with regards raising an out a message via Update, Hotwire and Shout. 
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Feedback to delegates- OM advised that there is a process in place to refer delegates via 
red phone if they have not met the expected risk critical outcomes of the course upon 
completion of the facilitators guide as agreed with LD. AH requested that this is sent to SM 
so that it can be reviewed internally with ORT and align this with the BA process where 
practicable. DM to provide SM with a copy of a facilitation guide and confirm the 
process in place to flag unsuccessful delegates for ORT review. SM to liaise with 
Craig Carter to confirm which delegates were unsuccessful and what actions have 
been put in place regards referral. 

Revalidation Development Sheet- PF advised that this has not yet been shared as Julian 
has been testing this as part the SM assessments. This form will be tweaked and updated 
before it is shared with stakeholders. 

4. Status updates (Babcock) 

Level 1 Development, Maintenance and Watch Manager 

OM advised that Julian Spooner has been assisting with a review of the level 1 development 
practical to ensure that trainers reinforce behaviours within the course. JS & DM to provide 
an update at the next meeting to confirm the level 1 development updates have been 
signed off and the decision is documented within the Project Board minutes. 

Level 2 Development, Maintenance and Group Manager 

OM advised that the second GM pilot is due to go ahead 11th & 12th September. SM advised 
that JS and PF have confirmed they will observe the course as well as Mark Reed who will 
be reviewing the strategic arrangement workshop. SM to arrange a subsequent post pilot 
meeting for the level 2 GM course. 

Level 3 Development, Maintenance 

Now that the stakeholders have been confirmed a meeting will be booked from the second 
week of September to scope the requirements for the level 3 & 4 Course. OS confirmed that 
Babcock's stakeholders will beCK (or OS), Doug Massey (or Mark Gurney). 

Level 4 Development, Maintenance 

As above. 

Maintenance and Review- (ongoing) 

Covered in section 4. Level 1 

5. Revalidation (Sabrina Cohen-Hatton) 

PF advised that the Revalidation Policy will be reviewed at BJCHSW 21st September. PF 
confirmed that the new IT system that is designed to capture logged IC hours seems to be 
working well. The new Training request forms for Revalidation are due to be submitted 
imminently. OM raised concerns regards Babcock's capacity to resource the level 3 & 4 
courses as well as revalidation simultaneously. OS said that this will have to be considered 
as part of the 'bus' arrangements. 

6. Issues and updates from Working Groups 

N/A. 

7. Fit to train 
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BE was not available to discuss arrangements for level 3&4. 

8. Reporting and Record Keeping 

BE was not available to discuss the current position. SM asked if there was any progress 
regards the online solution. OS advised that Babcock are due to meet with a 3rd party to see 
what IT solutions are in place at another brigade. 

9. I FE Accreditation (update) 

OS explained that these conversations have stalled a little while the level 3 & 4 
arrangements are being seeped. This is to allow the whole suite of courses to be considered 
at the same time. 

10. Agree actions 

All new actions were agreed. 

11. Any other business 

N/A 

Close 
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